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MPA in the News
The Washington Post (Instagram): ABCs-DC Suburbs [No. 24--Xavier Court,
McLean, VA] (12/13/2020)
Tysons Reporter: McLean Project for the
Arts Ponders Space with New Exhibitions
(12/9/2020)
TysonsToday: McLean Project for the Arts
to Open New Exhibitions Dec. 9
(12/4/2020)
Arlington Magazine: 22 Things To Do In
December [Winter Exhibitions]
(11/29/2020)

In Our Changing World, MPA Exhibits, Educates, Inspires... JOIN US!
Since 1962, McLean Project for the Arts has connected art and community in Northern Virginia. A
premier center for contemporary visual art exhibitions and arts education programming, MPA has
been distinctive in transitioning our programming in this changed environment. Remarkably, every
aspect of our mission has grown in 2020. With your support, we commit to continue adapting and
connecting art and community for all of us. We did all of this in 2020... with your help we can do
even more in 2021!

InsideNOVA: McLean Project for the Arts
Taps New Board, Advisory Members
(11/26/2020)

Tax Benefits of The CARES Act
Now through December 31, 2020, cash gifts made to MPA will have a greater impact to both you and
to our community. The CARES Act amends section 62 of the Internal Revenue Code by allowing
taxpayers that do not itemize their deductions to take a limited above-the-line deduction for
charitable contributions. And, if you itemize your deductions, the CARES Act has increased the AGI
charitable contribution to 100% of AGI for 2020. This means that you can get a charitable contribution
deduction for the full amount of your Adjusted Gross Income. To learn more, visit our website.
Make your tax-deductible gift today.

UPDATED! Curate Your
Email Preferences
MPA Is continually updating our email
system to ensure you receive the
communications that are of primary
importance to you. Please use the form
below to update your preferences. Also,
be sure to mark info@mpaart.org as a
safe sender, to ensure that our emails
don't get lost in your spam folder!

Now Showing: Vertical Interval: New Works by Joseph Cortina and
Beginningless Endless: Works by Shanthi Chandrasekar
Join MPA now through February 20, 2021 to experience our winter exhibitions, Vertical Interval: New
Works by Joseph Cortina (Emerson Gallery) and Beginningless Endless: Works by Shanthi Chandrasekar
(Atrium Gallery). Both exhibitions were underwritten by JBG Smith, and are available online.

Vertical Interval: New Works by Joseph Cortina
McLean-based artist Joseph Cortina exhibits paintings and digital works that explore the intersection
and tension between physical and digital landscapes. Drawing on his background as a painter and his
long career creating films and interactive experiences for museums, Cortina's new works are a
response to the fleeting, elusive quality of time-based media. His paintings, which can be seen as
singular frames in an on-going dialog, revel in their own materiality. Wholeheartedly embracing depth
of color, texture, and line, Cortina is drawn back to painting for its immediate, direct, and therapeutic
significance.

Beginningless Endless: Works by Shanthi Chandrasekar
Intensely curious by nature, Shanthi Chandrasekar creates work that explores the big questions of
science and the natural world. Employing the mediums of drawing, painting, and sculpture, and
tapping into her training in physics and psychology, Chandrasekar has created a vehicle for both her
observational questioning and the wild journeys of her imagination. With astounding precision and
skill, these works depict a perfect balance between our inner and outer worlds.
Please note: The Emerson Gallery is not currently open to the public, due to the rise in COVID cases.
To schedule a private viewing of the Emerson Gallery / Vertical Interval, please contact
info@mpaart.org. The Atrium Gallery exhibition, Beginningless Endless, will be available for viewing
during MCC operating hours. An announcement will be made when the gallery reopens for visitors.

(Pictured, from top left: Joseph Cortina, "Media Burn"; Shanthi Chandrasekar, "Multiverse - Random";
Shanthi Chandrasekar, "Multiverse - Fractals")

Give the Gift of Creativity!
There's still time to give the holiday gift of creativity! MPA art classes make great gifts--for a child, a
friend, or even yourself. MPA's winter lineup includes some of our long-time favorites, as well as
exciting new options. Classes will take place both online and in our DuVal Studio. Come in from the
cold and join MPA for an exciting lineup of Winter art classes for all ages and abilities!
Online offerings include:
Exploring Abstract with Mixed Media with M. Jane Johnson
Intermediate Drawing with Arthur Kwon Lee
Freedom of Watercolor with Barbara Januskiewicz
Drawing and Painting Studio with David Carlson
Portrait and Figure Painting with Jordan Xu
Vibrant Flower Paintings in Oil with Joyce Lee
Biomorphic Explorations in Graphite and Watercolor with Rula Jones
In-Studio offerings include:
Oil and Painting Studio with Tom Morris
Drawing I with Marise Riddell
Intermediate and Advanced Painting Studio with Naomi Chung
Youth Art Classes
For our younger artists, our Saturday Abrakadoodle classes will take place in the DuVal
Studio. This popular series of imaginative art classes for children is based on the learning principles of
Jean Piaget. Children create wonderful “masterpieces” using innovative materials while exploring
artistic styles and techniques. Winter classes include:
Abrakadoodle Twoosy Doodlers
Abrakadoodle Mini Doodlers
To see a complete list of our winter offerings, visit our website. Registration is now open. Sign up
early to secure your spot. Please visit our website for our most up-to-date information. For more
information regarding our in-studio offerings, please read our COVID-19 Policies & Procedures.
Contact Briana Clorey with questions.

Fairfax County Seniors Share Artwork and Thanks for Online ArtReach
Classes
The artwork above was created by participants of the Monday afternoon art classes taught by MPA's
ArtReach Director Sharon Fishel and offered on Fairfax County's Virtual Center for Active Adults Social
Space Zoom Account.
A few comments from students...

"I enjoy these sessions a lot, and like learning about the inspirational artists and seeing examples of
their work. Thank you for making the time to bring some joy into our lives, especially during these
trying times."
-Donna
"This is a wonderful course! Just watching your process got the artistic juices flowing, and I saw
nothing has to be perfect! I found during the week I was more attuned to noticing things and colors in
the environment, and more creatively inclined."
-Anne
Your support makes MPA's ArtReach program possible. To make a gift, click here.

Don't Forget to Follow Us on Social Media
As we continue to social distance, stay connected with MPA through our social media--Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube. Join us as we revisit past MPA exhibitions and explore MPA
ArtReach art activities, which we're sharing with our community partners and through our social
media. On Twitter, we're sharing opportunities from other sources that can help us navigate this
"pause" in our daily lives, and our YouTube channel has all of our Virtual MPAartfest Meet the Artist
Talks. We look forward to connecting with you online!

Warm Wishes for a Happy Holiday Season!
On behalf of the MPA staff and Board of Directors, we wish you a very safe and happy holiday season,
and a joyous and prosperous New Year 2021. Thank you for your continued support.

McLean Project for the Arts (MPA) is funded in part by the National Endowment for the Arts,
the Virginia Commission for the Arts, and ArtsFairfax.
Help MPA continue to connect Art and Community!

**Holiday Hours**
MPA will be closed December 24-January 3.
Please email info @mpaart.org to inquire about a private visit to our Emerson Gallery.
Our Atrium Gallery exhibition will be open during MCC open hours.

MPA@MCC | 1234 Ingleside Avenue, McLean, VA 22101
Gallery visits by reservation only
Hours and Directions | www.mpaart.org | 703.790.1953
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